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Chapter 6

Comparison and Conclusions

In the previous chapters the properties and �nal results from the data as
measured by the charged-particle spectrometer have been described in detail.

The detector limitations at small track distances were overcome by the
applied proximity-cut method. In successive steps the momentum resolu-
tion, background content, e�ciency, and geometrical acceptance were calcu-
lated. Thereupon �nal results could be obtained from single-particle spectra
and intensity interferometry.

For the �rst time Bose-Einstein correlations were shown to be sensitive
to the impact-parameter for S+Au reactions. A decrease of the longitudinal
and invariant radius for higher transverse momenta of the correlated pairs
for central events was observed. In addition, the charged-particle multiplic-
ity spectra showed also an impact-parameter dependence. The transverse-
momentum spectra for the respective trigger selections exhibit a similar
behaviour with a strong low PT rise and a slight increase of the apparent
temperature for more central collisions. Furthermore, the low PT rise was
shown to be rapidity dependent.

In the following sections the results of the above mentioned topics will
be compared to results from other experiments and theoretical models. Es-
pecially the comparison to predictions from a one-dimensional hydrodynam-
ical model will yield information on the freeze-out time and time duration of
emission of the pions. From such knowledge estimates of the initial energy
density and energy density at freeze-out can be made. Then conclusions on
the state of created hadronic matter in the collision zone can be drawn.
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Table 6.1: Comparison of the negatively-charged-particle multiplicities to

the results from NA35. The selected percentage of the most central collisions

is indicated next to the range in rapidity.

Experiment System % � most central rapidity dN
dY

�
max

WA93 S+Au 16.0 3.0-3.6 57� 3
NA35 S+Au 6.3 2.5-4.5 58� 2
NA35 S+Ag 3.2 1.8-3.4 45� 2
NA35 S+S 3.5 2.5-3.5 26� 1

6.1 Multiplicities

The negatively-charged-particle multiplicity was shown to be dN=dY =
57 � 3 for the central trigger selection. Furthermore, going from periph-
eral collisions, where dN=dY = 8� 0:5, to central collisions a clear increase
of the multiplicity for decreasing impact parameter was observed. Such a
behaviour is obvious considering the geometrical overlap of the colliding
nuclei.

The multiplicity found for the central trigger corresponds very well to
the value measured by the NA35 collaboration [51], see table 6.1. The NA35
results were corrected for secondary particle interactions and electron con-
tamination at low PT . These contributions were shown to be at most 10
% of the total particle content. Note, however, that the WA93 multiplic-
ity data have not been corrected for electron contamination due to lack of
particle identi�cation. The inclusion of the time-of-ight wall for particle
identi�cation in the WA98 experiment for Pb+Pb collisions is thus highly
recommended and valuable. The electron background was estimated from
simulations at an average value of 10 % for the transverse-momentum spec-
trum below PT = 0:2 GeV/c. The region below PT = 0:2 GeV/c contains
about 35% of the total measured negative-particle yield, so that the electrons
may contribute � 5 % of the total particle content.

Simulations using the VENUS and FRITIOF event generators for the re-
spective impact parameters have been made. The calculated multiplicities
are close to the measured values, see table 5.4. In section 6.3 the rela-
tion between the measured correlation radii and negatively-charged-particle
multiplicities will be presented.

Summarizing, the negatively-charged-particle multiplicities were shown
to be both target (NA35/WA93) and impact-parameter dependent (WA93).
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6.2 Transverse-Momentum Spectra

Transverse-momentum spectra have been analysed for PT < 1:5 GeV/c both
for the 3- and 4-chamber track selection. No signi�cant di�erence was no-
ticed for these selections after applying the proper corrections for acceptance
and background. A parameterization according to the thermal distribution

1

PT

dN

dPT
� C1 �

p
mT � T1 � e�mT =T1 + C2 �

p
mT � T2 � e�mT =T2 (6.1)

with mT =
q
m2
� + P 2

T and assuming all negative particles to be pions, is
valid for full coverage in rapidity and yields an inverse slope T2 = 220� 3
MeV for central and T2 = 212 � 3 MeV for peripheral reactions in the
range 0:2 < PT < 1:0 GeV/c. The high PT slope �ts can be compared
to neutral pion data near mid-rapidity from the S+Au reaction measured
by WA80. Here an increase, however non-signi�cant, from T = 176 � 13
MeV for peripheral to T = 192� 5 MeV for central collisions was observed
[28]. Also for the O+Au reaction [95] an increase, however non-signi�cant,
from T = 174� 18 for peripheral to T = 194� 22 for central collisions was
measured for neutral pions.

A strong enhancement of the cross-section at low PT below 0.2 GeV/c
is observed. This part of the hadron yield is reproduced using an apparent
temperature T1 = 23� 1 MeV for the central and T1 = 21� 1 MeV for the
peripheral reactions. The resulting two-slope parameterization is included
for the semi-central data in �gure 5.17. Furthermore, the low PT enhance-
ment has been studied for di�erent rapidities. A decrease of the phenomenon
towards projectile rapidity was observed; see �gure 5.18, for the respective
triggers.

Central VENUS events have been simulated for the actual setup using
GEANT to investigate possible detector e�ects and contamination due to
various negative particles. VENUS predicts a fraction of 90 % pions for
central reactions, whereas electrons contribute in total about 10 % below
0.2 GeV/c and the kaon and anti-proton contribution becomes signi�cant
only above 0.2 GeV/c. NA35 [51] measured for 4:2 < Y < 4:4 an electron
contamination of � 10% in the range 0 < PT < 0:2 GeV/c. As was pointed
out already by Schukraft [96] the identi�cation of pions at low PT will clarify
the low PT enhancement. The electron content may di�er from experiment
to experiment due to di�erent target thicknesses. The main electron pro-
duction mechanisms are  conversion from �0 decay and �-ray electrons in
the target and other detector material.
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The low PT rise already has been observed in other concurring experi-
ments [5], NA34 and NA35. The NA34-experiment [96, 97] showed the e�ect
for both �� and negative hadrons in the target rapidity region 1:0 < Y < 1:9
for a variety of systems.

Unfortunately the measured strength of the low PT phenomenon is dif-
ferent for similar experiments. However, since due to the strong rapidity
dependence observed in �gure 5.18, the coverage in rapidity has to be taken
into account.

Ideas to explain the phenomenon have been put forward. Several expla-
nations for the low PT rise are listed below:

� Coulomb attraction. The investigated particles are negatively charged.
The hot reaction zone created in the collision is dominantly posi-
tively charged due to the positive charge of both nuclei. Therefore
the emitted negative particles will feel a Coulomb attraction from the
co-moving positive fragments and thus a shift to low PT ensues. In
ref. [98] Coulomb e�ects were incorporated for 1 A�GeV beam ener-
gies. The model describes the data well with a rise of �(��)=�(�+)
to about 2 for PT < 0:2 GeV/c. Recently a di�erence was observed in
the comparison of the low PT enhancement for positive and negative
pions from 14.6 A�GeV Au+Au collisions [40]. This di�erence is likely
to originate from Coulomb e�ects.

� Rescattering and cascading of produced particles in the target nucleus
yielding additional soft pions and resonances.

� Resonances. In the collision zone many resonances, like the � and
lower mass mesons �; !; �;K� [99], will be excited. In the decay of
these resonances, e.g. �-decay, the produced pions will be emitted
with a low transverse momentum. Note that the � decays in the
medium as its lifetime � � 5 � 10�24 s is short.
For example NA34 measured for S+W a soft component comprising
40% of the pion content with a momentum distribution similar to the
� decay [5]. NA35 observed 30% for the soft component in O+Au
reactions. The calculated negatively-charged-particle content below
PT = 0:2 GeV/c for the WA93 S+Au data is 35 % for the respective
trigger selections.

In the 14.6 A�GeV Si+Pb, Si+Al and Au+Au experiment E814 [19, 40]
the low PT enhancement for �� and �+ is observed for 3:1 < Y < 4:3.
The E814 experiment also observed a rapidity dependence of the low
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PT enhancement. Towards projectile rapidity the phenomenon de-
creases. A similar behaviour was noticed for the WA93 S+Au reac-
tion; see �gure 5.18. The E814 results are consistently described by a
33% fraction of the total number of pions from �-decay and a freeze-
out temperature of Tf = 140 MeV. According to the thermodynamic
weight factors e�m�=T2 �= e�m�=T1 �= e�1200=200 �= e�140=24 �= e�6 de-
rived from the WA93 results we �nd that the � and � are in chemical
equilibrium.

� The implementation of Bose-Einstein correlations of emitted pions in
the FRITIOF event generator [100] shows a minor enhancement at low
PT of at most a factor 1.2.

� Critical scattering [39] leads to a faster production of low-momentum
pions and therefore to an intermediate non-thermal distribution. The
pions which escape to the detector, before thermal equilibration of
the hadron gas sets in, can be observed as an enhancement at low
momenta of the pion distribution.

Other exotic explanations such as creation of small plasma droplets [101],
transverse ow[102], formation of the pion system out of chemical equilib-
rium [103] and the medium modi�cation of the pion dispersion relation [104]
may also play a role. Note that transverse-ow models have great di�culty
in describing the low PT data as they generally lead to a depletion at low
PT .

Summarizing, the low PT enhancement was observed for the respective
trigger selections and exhibited a rapidity dependence. A valid explanation
for such a behaviour is large stopping and �-resonance production at mid-
rapidity. The other described explanations may add to this, although these
models have great di�culty in explaining the rapidity dependence and the
absence of impact-parameter dependence.

6.3 Intensity-Interferometry

The results of one-, two- and three-dimensional intensity interferometry have
been presented in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, respectively.

These studies were made as a function of the transverse momentum of
the correlated pairs to investigate the dynamical evolution of the source with
respect to a possible �rst-order phase transition.

The correlation strength was in general low, � � 0:3, using 3-chamber
tracks. Besides the well-known e�ects due to non-pion tracks and pions from
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low-mass meson-resonance decays [99], the combinatorial background causes
an extra decrease of the correlation strength.

The measured radii showed a dependence on the impact parameter of
the collision. Such a behaviour is obvious from a geometrical picture of
overlapping nuclei in the collision. However, it would be interesting to verify
these results by comparison with other experiments and predictions from
theoretical models and event generators.
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A simple model describing the freeze-out mechanism when the mean free
path of the particles equals the source radius, see section 2.7, predicts

RT �

s
dN

dY
(6.2)

whereas another model with the assumption of constant freeze-out density
and RT to represent the geometrical source radius predicts

RT �
dN

dY

1=3

(6.3)

Here, the measured transverse radius RT represents the freeze-out radius Rf

at the moment of freeze-out. In �gure 6.1, the WA93 data points have been
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presented together with a compilation of data points from other experiments.

Here, the rms radii Rrms
T are depicted where the relation Rrms

T =
q

3
2
�

RT holds for the WA93 data points [105]. The Rrms
T radii for the three

di�erent trigger selections �t into the general trend. So there seems to be no
strong dependence of the interaction volume on the centrality of the collision
as expected in case of complete thermalization in central reactions. A �t
according to RT � dN

dY

�
yields information on the freeze-out mechanism.

The resulting � = 0:336 � 0:009 is clearly in favour of a freeze-out model
at constant pion density. A con�rmation of the constant pion density at
freeze-out was presented by NA35 in [41].

Furthermore, the measured transverse radius in central reactions can be
studied as a function of the radius of the interacting matter according to a
geometrical model [106], see �gure 6.2. This model uses the nuclear-density
functions of the target and projectile nucleus. A linear �t to the data yields
Rrms
T = 1:4 �RIM . Explanations for the observed slope parameter > 1 may

be rescattering in the spectator zone of the target nucleus or transverse
expansion.

The above studies were made under the assumption of static sources.
Suppose this is valid and that such a static source is moving with certain
rapidity. The observed longitudinal radius would then be reference-frame de-
pendent. Selections on the transverse momenta of the pion pairs would yield
identical longitudinal radii. However, the nuclear matter in the collision zone
is highly compressed in the longitudinal direction. Bjorken [16] described
the evolution of the collision zone for one-dimensional longitudinal hydro-
dynamical expansion. In ref. [107] the consequences of one-dimensional
hydrodynamical expansion for the pion interferometry were derived. The
source is thought to consist of uid elements with a ow velocity u(x) at
position x. The uid elements are in local thermodynamic equilibrium at a
temperature T . From the uid elements pions are emitted with momentum
p at a certain time t. The relativistic Boltzmann distribution for the pions
is given by

f(p; x) = C � e�p�u(x)=T (6.4)

where the freeze-out temperature is denoted by T . In case of one-dimensional
expansion the four-velocity of the expanding matter at position x is given
by the scaling Bjorken expansion [16] as

u(x) = (t=�; 0; 0; rz=�) = (cosh(�); 0; 0; sinh(�)) (6.5)

where � =
p
t2 � r2z is the longitudinal proper time, rz the related point

along the z-axis and � = 0:5 � ln((t + rz)=(t� rz)) the space-time rapidity.
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Since the four-momentum p can be written as p = (mT � cosh(Y ); PT ; mT �
sinh(Y )) the relativistic Boltzmann distribution for one-dimensional expand-
ing systems can be rewritten as

f(p; x) = C � e�
mT �cosh(��Y )

T (6.6)

The longitudinal radius measured by intensity interferometry in case of only
longitudinal ow, as expressed by the equation above, was derived by Mahk-
lin and Sinyukov [107, 108, 109] to be

RL = �f �
s

2Tf
< mT >

� cosh (�Y )�1 (6.7)

where �Y is the rapidity of the particles with respect to the frame at mid-
rapidity, < mT > the average transverse-mass, Tf the freeze-out tempera-
ture and �f the freeze-out time. A selection on rapidity was made by NA35
[51, 94] and showed a behaviour according to the above equation for the
longitudinal radius with a plateau at mid-rapidity. The transverse radii did
not show a rapidity dependence.

The consequences of the �nite size of the source in space-time rapidity
��, the geometrical source size, was taken into account by Cs�orgo [50]

RL = �f �
s

2Tf
< mT >

� 1r
1 +

Tf
<mT>���2

� cosh (�Y )�1 (6.8)

which approaches the derivation of Mahklin and Sinyukov for an in�nite
extension of the cylinder of interacting matter (�� ! 1) as assumed in
the Bjorken model, see section 2.1. In case the

p
mT behaviour describes

the data rather well we may conclude a relatively cold and large system
[50, 109]. The so-called thermal-source radius has been measured. In case
the system exhibits no mT dependence the conclusion of a hot and small
observed system with RL(mT ) =

p
2 � �f � �� at mid-rapidity can easily

be derived from equation 6.8. The geometrical source size has then been
measured. Furthermore, Cs�org�o advocated to study the dependence of the
rapidity width �Y on the transverse momentum for the invariant single-
particle distribution d2N=dY dm2

T

�Y 2(mT ) = ��2 +
Tf

mT
(6.9)

From such an analysis the geometrical size �� and the freeze-out temper-
ature Tf can be determined. The freeze-out time can then be determined
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from the correlation analysis. The importance of wide-acceptance detectors
is immediately clear from equation 6.9.

Due to the limited acceptance 3:0 < Y < 3:6 of the WA93 spectrometer
we were restricted to study the dependence of the longitudinal radius on
the average transverse momentum of the pion pair. Note that the low PT
enhancement will inuence the rapidity width which was not taken into
account in Cs�org�o's derivation [50].

The maximum longitudinal radius RL(Y0) � 5 fm derived by NA35 in
the observer frame at mid-rapidity Y0 = 2:5 was shifted to the observer
frame of WA93 at Y = 3:02 according to [109]

R�
L(Y ) =

RL(Y0)

cosh(Y � Y0)
� dN=dY (Y )
dN=dY (Y0)

(6.10)

This equation is based on maintaining a constant particle density indepen-
dent of the observer frame. The resulting NA35 radius is R�

L = 4:3� 0:1 fm
which compares rather well to the WA93 value RL = 4:47� 0:27 fm.

A parameterization according to the longitudinal ow model has been
attempted for the invariant radius, which is dominated by the behaviour of
RL in case of longitudinal ow.

Rinv = �f

s
2Tf
mT

(6.11)

with freeze-out time �f and freeze-out temperature Tf , see also equation
6.8. The �t is included in �gure 6.3. A freeze-out temperature in the range
between the pion mass [19] (Tf = 140 MeV) and an upper limit as given
by the �tted apparent temperature of the pion spectrum (Tf = 220 MeV)
leads to corresponding freeze-out times in the range from �f = 3:5 � 0:1
fm/c to �f = 2:8�0:1 fm/c. These values are short if compared to the value
�f = 15 fm/c expected for a �rst-order phase transition with a freeze-out
temperature of 140 MeV; see section 2.1.

The multi-dimensional correlation analysis with a selection on the trans-
verse momentum leads to the observation of a decrease of the longitudinal
radius. The transverse radii stay nearly constant, see �gure 6.4. The analy-
sis according to the longitudinal hydrodynamical expansion model as given
by the equation 6.8 leads to �f = 4:1 � 0:2 fm/c for Tf = 140 MeV and
�f = 3:5� 0:2 fm/c for Tf = 220 MeV. Again rather short expansion times
are observed.

The two transverse radii measured for the three-dimensional analysis,
RTout and RTside, show no large di�erence as a function of the transverse
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momentum. Similar observations have been made for other experiments,
e.g. NA35 [51, 106] and NA44 [110]. The time duration of emission, see
section 2.8.2, must be small, �� < 2 fm/c, as the average di�erence inq
R2
Tout �R2

Tside < 2 fm.
The observed transverse-momentumdependence of the longitudinal- and

invariant-radius parameters indicates a scenario of a longitudinally expand-
ing and cooling hadronic gas. The decrease of the invariant radius and
longitudinal radius can be well described by a 1=

p
mT dependence. The

observed short freeze-out time of about 4 fm/c together with the observed
behaviour of the transverse-radius components does not favour a �rst-order
quark-gluon phase transition for 200 GeV S+Au reactions.

A rough estimate for the energy density in the Bjorken picture of the
collision was presented in section 2.1. In case that only negative hadrons
are measured we calculate the energy density from

� =
3 � dN

dY

�� < ET >

� �R2
T � c � �

(6.12)

The average measured transverse momentum for the central trigger was
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< PT >= 0:45 GeV/c in the studied range 0 < PT < 1:5 GeV/c. This leads
to an average transverse energy < ET >= 0:47 GeV, under the assumption
that all negatively-charged particles are pions. A generally observed value
for the average transverse energy in these heavy-ion reactions is ET = 0:5

GeV [5]. According to the measured values for dN
dY

�
= 60, < ET >= 0:5

GeV and RT = 4 fm an estimate for the initial energy density �i based
on a formation time �i = 1 fm/c, and for the freeze-out energy density �f
based on a freeze-out time �f = 4 fm/c can be made. These values result in
an initial energy density �i = 1:8 GeV/fm3 and a freeze-out energy density
�f = 0:45 GeV/fm3.

A hot hadronic gas has thus been created at the limits of the phase
transition and evolved to a freeze-out density at a density three times the
nuclear-matter density � 0:15 GeV/fm3.

6.4 Outlook

From the �rst experiments with relatively light ions at the AGS at Brookhav-
en and the SPS at CERN up to now there has been a continuous development
both on the experimental and theoretical side.

The analysed data from the Charged-Particle Spectrometer clearly show
the need for particle identi�cation. Particle identi�cation will facilitate the
study of pion correlations and also enable the study of kaon-correlations.
The correlation strength will then increase and the interpretation of the
correlation radii becomes less ambiguous. Furthermore, particle identi�ca-
tion will facilitate the understanding of the measured single-particle spec-
tra. Corrections for the electron contamination based on simulations are
always model dependent. Particle identi�cation will enable proper removal
of this component. The low PT enhancement can thus be veri�ed for neg-
ative hadrons and studied for a selection on particle species. As kaons are
less likely to originate from resonance decay the comparison of pion and
kaon transverse-momentum spectra might shed light onto how strongly res-
onance decays inuence this e�ect. Measurements of positive pions can test
the Coulomb e�ect at low PT . A remaining low PT enhancement for �+

would strongly favour the resonance picture. The recent observation of the
low PT enhancement at AGS energies for both negative and positive pions
[40] provides already the �rst indication for the resonance picture.

In addition to particle identi�cation wide acceptance detectors are strong-
ly needed. The analysis proposed by Cs�org�o [50] of the rapidity width as
a function of the transverse mass in addition to the pion interferometry
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will clarify the interpretation of the measured source radii and the deduced
expansion times.

The combinatorial background was high for 3-chamber tracks and was
shown to be reduced largely for 4-chamber tracks. An extension of the track-
ing capabilities with more position-sensitive detectors could greatly improve
upon reducing this background contribution and furthermore increase the
tracking e�ciency.

The newly developed prototype PAD chamber has been shown to have
a very high e�ciency. In addition, the lower gain at which this device can
be operated decreases the sparking probability. The expected absence of
satellite hits for such a detector would greatly facilitate the data analysis.
The restrictive cuts on the two-track distance can then be reduced. A high
number of reconstructed tracks per event would largely increase statistics
and enable a more restrictive selection on very central events or high photon
multiplicity events.

With the extension of the WA93 experiment to 6 MSAC tracking cham-
bers and a time-of-ight detector and a second tracking arm for positively
charged particles using PAD chambers the WA98 Pb+Pb experiment has
largely ful�lled the needs mentioned above. The �rst data from the most
recent Pb+Pb experiment in 1995 are currently being analysed and more
data are expected from runs in 1995 and 1996.

In the near future Pb+Pb collisions will take place in the LHC collider
at a nucleon-nucleon center of mass energy of

p
s = 6300 GeV. Up to several

thousands of particles are expected to be measured per event. The average
created energy density per event � = 7:8 GeV/fm3 [111] and the improved
detector resolutions may allow to catch a �rst glimpse of the quark-gluon
plasma.


